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We have solutions for your CommuniCation needs

For more than 30 years SCHNOOR Industrie- 
elektronik stands for highly innovative and individual 
radio technology and communication solutions.

After Wolfgang Schnoor established the company in 
1990 the following milestones shaped the history of 
SCHNOOR Industrieelektronik: The acquisition of 
the field of analog radio systems from Motorola in 
2003, acquisition of SCHOMANDL, manufacturer of 
measuring instruments, in 2017 and the acquisition of 
SCHNOOR Industrieelektronik by ZÖLLNER Hold-
ing GmbH in 2020.

“SCHNOOR is an ideal addition for ZÖLLNER Holding GmbH.  
I believe in synergies of both companies”

Dr. Philipp Murmann is managing partner at the ZÖLLNER group 
and managing director of SCHNOOR Industrieelektronik 
since 2020.

“Quality as well as customer oriented actions –  
that is our motto”

Olaf Bockholt holds a management role at SCHNOOR 
since 2018 and took over the position of managing  
director in 2020.

We competently and passionately support our global 
clients from sectors such as public safety, coastal and 
inland waterways radio communication, transporta-
tion as well as industrial users and utilities.

Via our head office and additional branch offices 
throughout Germany we ensure customer oriented 
support.

From planning and project management to develop-
ment of customised hardware and software, pro-
duction, installation, commissioning and support  
SCHNOOR delivers everything from one source – 
Made in Germany.
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full serviCe from a sinGle sourCe

our areas of expertise

planning and project management
•  Extensive consultancy and concept planning
•  Project development
•  Support for creating specification documents
•  On-site project manangement
•  Project management
•  Project supervision and support 

product developments
•  Hardware development in RF, AF and digital 

areas acc. customers requirements
•  Software development for application specific 

controls and PC application programs
•  Product applications
• Creation of technical documentation
• System development

prototype construction, sample and 
series production
• Prototypes and small series production 
 of terminal modules, systems and 
 system cabinets

system setup
•  Final system installation
•  Assembly, set up and installation
•  Service and system care
•  System maintenance

technical support
•  Hotline for service support
•  Performance of service and maintenance
•  Component testing and repairs
•  Procurement of replacement parts

training

•  Engineering and maintenance training sessions for 
your staff
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reliable CommuniCation – When it is needed the most

public safety

The German public safety authorities and organisations 
(BOS) use a digital TETRA (Terrestrial Trunked Radio) ra-
dio network. This enables joint communication of police, 
fire departments and emergency services. SCHNOOR in-
door coverage radio systems ensure that these functions 
are guaranteed even within complex buildings.

indoor coverage radio systems

Depending on the construction of a building (reinforced 
concrete, metallised windows, underground car parks) 
and distance to the base station, signal coverage from out-
side will only cover fractions of a building. Analog or digital 
SCHNOOR indoor radio systems ensure connectivity in 
all building sections.
SCHNOOR indoor coverage digital radio systems con-
sist of a TMO repeater (Trunked Mode Operation) and/
or various DMO repeaters (Direct Mode Operation) or a 
self-supporting TETRA base station.
An antenna system with antennas and leaky feeder coaxial 
radio frequency cable secure comprehensive coverage.

Indoor coverage radio systems are planned in cooperation 
with BDBOS (Federal Agency for Digital Radio of Pub-
lic Safety Authorities and Organisations), their regional 
authorised offices and fire departments. Systems comply 
with the guideline (L-OV) for planning and implementation 
of indoor coverage radio systems of the BDBOS.

field strength measurement

A radio network is only as good as its planning, whether in 
a building or for a complete region. The signal propagation 
in a building is determined with the help of a measurement 
antenna and a test receiver for the fire department fre-
quency bands. This is how radio coverage from the fire de-
partment’s set up point in front of the building or for the 
national public safety TETRA-network can be determined.

Field strength measurement for indoor coverage radio



CommuniCation solutions for maritime and inland WaterWays

The special nature of this technology is the connectivity 
of the control center and the operator positions with the 
following functions:

• Connectivity of one control center with various op-
erator positions with different priorities

• Intercom connection between different operator posi-
tions

• Monitoring option of operator position communication

• Expandability of the functional scope via modular design

sarCom radio system for sea rescue (Gmdss)

The German Maritime Search and Rescue Service (DGzRS) 
and SCHNOOR implemented the entire radio network 
that monitors all German coastal waters.

modern short-wave transmitters

Due to the increasing use of satellite-based systems, HF 
(high frequency) systems were pushed back for some sec-
tors of long range communications. 
In many areas HF transmission remains essential though. 
SCHNOOR Industrieelektronik supplies modern 10 KW 
solid state HF transmitters which will ensure long term 
reliable short-wave communication.

maritime

Regional river control center Oberwesel on the river Rhine

seaCom maritime radio system

The SCHNOOR “SEACOM” system is a universal and 
scalable radio system which is used in coastal areas. The 
network connecting the maritime radio base stations and 
the control desks operating station is a digital IP based 
switching system. While today IP connectivity (Radio over 
IP) is standard, alternatively analogue or E1 connections 
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SEACOM Professional Base Station

are also possible.

radio systems for inland 
waterways

A version of the radio sys-
tem is the system for the 
nautical information radio 
(NIF).
SCHNOOR Industrieele-
ktronik developed this tech-
nology for shipping on inland 
waterways and at locks.



In modern trains the train radio system is usually con-
nected to the on-board computer via an Ethernet inter-
face, this will allow that technical malfunctions get directly 
reported to the technical helpdesk in the control center.
In railcars with control units in driver’s cabs at both ends 
there is the option to use a single central radio unit. The 
connection of control units to the central unit is either 
done via Ethernet and the on-board computer network 
or via a simple twisted pair cable, which may have a length 
of several hundred meters.

The cab radio systems for trains are available for use with 
various radio technologies, whether analogue, TETRA, 
DMR or LTE networks are used.

TETRA radio systems are increasingly used for commu-
nication in public transport. Here, special demands are 
placed on TETRA systems and their radio components, 
in particular on the trains on-board cab radio equipment. 
SCHNOOR Industrieelektronik accepted the challenge 
and has developed a complete range of solutions for this 
field of application.

sChnoor radio solution for trains

This solution comprises a two-way cab radio with a con-
nection to the passenger announcement system. In addi-
tion to being able to communicate with the control center 
or other participants of the radio system, the train driver 
also has the option to make announcements through the 
public address system in the train. In the same way, it 
is possible for the control center to use the cab radio 
and make announcements to passengers via the public ad-
dress system on board the trains.

Emergency calls are always possible, additional functions 
like sending and receiving text messages or linking with 
other systems depend on the technical capabilities of the 
system the respective local public transport operator 
uses.

CommuniCation for publiC transportation

public transport
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Gold Coast Brisbane Light Rail (Australia) equipped with cab radio from SCHNOOR

SCHNOOR control unit FFBG and DABT
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dmr – the Contemporary solution for Wireless CommuniCation

industrial & utilities

In the course of professional mobile radio system becom-
ing digital, high-performing and cost-effective systems to 
the DMR (Digital Mobile Radio) standard replaced the 
analogue systems mostly used in the past.
Therefore, radio systems with excellent high-frequency 
technical properties are now available for use in many 
types of radio networks.

sChnoor dmr-system

The SCHNOOR DMR system with all its components 
is 100 % compatible with the global DMR standard. The 
compact and easy to service design is a key feature of 
these products. All components of the SCHNOOR DMR 

cost benefits as no equipment room or container is need-
ed for operation. In order to increase area coverage the 
system also supports DMR simulcast operation.

utilisation of existing infrastructures

Especially for operators of large buildings such as shopping 
centers there are interesting options to use the infrastruc-
ture of a mandatory indoor coverage radio system for fire 
the departments for other services: An additional digital 
DMR professional mobile radio system enables an eco-
nomical usage of the existing leaky feeder cable network 
cost for technical staff, security services etc.

system can be linked via IP 
lines: no matter if dispatcher 
consoles, application serv-
ers or a gateway to the 
internet for voice or data 
traffic.
SCHNOOR DMR System 
base stations are not only 
available in 19” cabinets or 
as easy to mount wall cabi-
nets. The base station sup-
plied in an outdoor cabinet 
that can be easily attached 
to a mast offers substantial 

DMR outdoor base station

SCHNOOR DMR system for public utilities Rendsburg
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